Please take a moment to share how this work helps you through this survey. Your feedback will be important as we plan further development of our repository. Follow this and additional works at: http://ideaexchange.uakron.edu/polymer_ideas Spatio-temporal growth of isotactic polystyrene single crystals during isothermal crystallization has been investigated theoretically based on the phase field model by solving temporal evolution of a nonconserved phase order parameter coupled with a heat conduction equation. In the description of the total free energy, an asymmetric double-well local free energy density has been adopted to represent the metastable melt and the stable solid crystal. Unlike the small molecule systems, polymer crystallization rarely reaches thermodynamic equilibrium; most polymer crystals are kinetically stabilized in some metastable states. To capture various metastable polymer crystals, the phase field crystal order parameter at the solidification potential has been treated to be supercooling dependent such that it can assume an intermediate value between zero ͑melt͒ and unity ͑perfect crystal͒, reflecting imperfect polycrystalline nature of polymer crystals. Two-dimensional simulations exhibit various single crystal morphologies of isotactic polystyrene crystals such as faceted hexagonal patterns transforming to nonfaceted snowflakes with increasing supercooling. Of particular interest is that heat liberation from the crystallizing front influences the curvature of the crystal-melt interface, leading to directional growth of lamellar tips and side branches. The landscape of these morphological textures has been established as a function of anisotropy of surface energy and supercooling. With increasing supercooling and decreasing anisotropy, the hexagonal single crystal transforms to the dense lamellar branching morphology in conformity with the experimental findings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polymer crystallization has drawn immense attention for several decades because of a rich variety of crystalline morphology encompassing single crystals to hierarchical structures such as sheaflike textures and spherulites ͓1,2͔. By virtue of the connectivity of polymeric chains, polymer crystallization hardly reaches thermodynamic equilibrium; therefore crystals thus formed are imperfect containing sizable defects. It has been generally known that polymer single crystals can be grown from dilute solutions, whereas spherulites develop from the melt. Recently, it becomes apparent that various single crystals can be formed from the melt state, producing various fascinating patterns including diamond, snowflakes, or faceted hexagonal shapes ͓3-5͔.
Lovinger and Cais ͓6͔ examined the single crystal growth from the melt of poly͑trifluoroethylene͒ exhibiting lamellar branched morphology, which was explained in the context of the diffusion limited aggregation. Reiter and Sommer ͓7͔ observed the fingerlike branched patterns during crystallization of poly͑ethylene oxide͒ which has been attributed to the diffusion process. Sakai and co-workers ͓8͔ found tip-splitting crystal growth in thin films of poly͑ethylene terephthalate͒ that evolves to a crystal morphology, called terrace. Taguchi et al. ͓3͔ who investigated the crystal growth of isotactic polystyrene ͑ITPS͒ showed morphology variation with decreasing crystallization temperature. At high crystallization temperatures, a hexagonal single crystal of ITPS formed. However, the faceted hexagonal plate transforms to nonfaceted snowflakes, then to dense branching morphology ͑com-pact seaweed͒ with decreasing temperature of crystallization.
Intrigued by the Taguchi and co-worker's experimental observation ͓3͔, we have simulated the spatial-temporal growth of polymer single crystals based on the phase field model ͓9-13͔. Compared to the traditional solidification theory involving free boundary problems ͓14͔, the phase field model treats the crystal-melt boundary to be smooth, albeit sharp, with a finite interface thickness. In general, the solid-liquid interface is an active free boundary from which latent heat is liberated during phase transformation. A scalar phase field, termed crystal order parameter, is introduced that distinguishes the two distinct phases, i.e., zero in the melt and unity in the crystalline region, but the value of varies smoothly at the interface ͓11͔. There are several phase field models which have their own merits ͓9-17͔. The advantage of these phase field approaches is that the regions of melt and solid crystals are treated the same without the requirement of explicitly tracking the position of the meltcrystal interface, i.e., it is given implicitly by a set of scalar and/or tensorial functions of time and space. Thus the phase field approaches provide a convenient means of calculating realistic interfacial structures of the small molecule systems ͓9-12͔, thereby avoiding difficult boundary integral or domain transformation methods encountered in the free boundary problems ͓14͔.
The stability solution of the single phase field equation yields a planar ͑square or rectangular in two dimensions͒ or a circular interface of the crystal. However, the phase field equation is usually coupled with another spatio-temporal evolution equation representing self-generated temperature, mechanical, or concentration fields. The energy balance equation is necessary to express the self-generated thermal field during isothermal quiescent crystallization, which can account for highly curved interfaces. Such heat equation, *Corresponding author. Electronic address: tkyu@uakron.edu also known as the heat conduction equation, incorporates the latent heat liberated at the growing front, which in turn drives the directional solidification, exhibiting a variety of interfacial morphologies such as seaweed, cellular and dendritic patterns. A structure with pronounced orientational order is called dendrite, and without apparent orientational order it is called seaweed. The dendritic shape is a symmetric needle crystal with a parabolic tip affected on its sides by a secondary branching. The seaweed morphology was originally introduced on the basis of experimental observations under the name of dense-branching morphology, which is characterized by repeating tip splitting at the interface front. The coupled phase field equations have been successfully applied to epitaxial growth of snowflakes and metal alloys ͓11,12͔. Recently, a single phase field equation has been used to simulate faceted growth of the polymer single crystals ͓13͔.
We are intrigued by the phase field model of Kobayashi ͓11͔ who applied a phase field model based on the anisotropic Landau-type potential ͓15͔ with some free model parameters in accounting for the dendritic growth of snowflakes. The two-dimensional simulation revealed the evolution of dendritic structures growing into an undercooled melt. Although the Kobayashi potential ͓11͔ is seemingly adequate for the description of the dendritic growth of the small molecule system, the extension of it to high molecular weight polymers requires appropriate modification as polymer crystallization may not achieve thermodynamic equilibrium during solidification due to the long chain nature of macromolecules. To capture the imperfect morphology of semicrystalline polymer crystals, the various metastable states of polymer crystallization must be incorporated in the phase field model. That is to say, the simulation based on this modification must account for the development of lessordered incomplete spherulitic structures to highly ordered faceted single crystals of polymers by simply varying crystallization temperature or supercooling. A convenient starting point is the deployment of asymmetric free energy double well of Harrowell and Oxtoby ͓16͔ or of Chan ͓17͔ who expressed the phase field parameter at the solidification potential to be a constant, but it is less than unity.
In this paper, we modified the Harrowell-Oxtoby solidification potential to be supercooling dependent such that various metastable states of polymer crystallization as well as the spatio-temporal development of imperfect semicrystalline morphologies may be explained. The advantage of the present modified phase field model for polymer crystallization is that the model parameters may be evaluated directly from the experimentally measurable material parameters. In addition, all model parameters are shown to be supercooling dependent; that is to say, any changes in crystallization temperatures can influence the crystalline morphology drastically. The present paper demonstrates theoretically the morphological landscape of ITPS covering faceted hexagonal, dendritelike snowflakes to seaweed-type lamellar branching morphology during isothermal crystallization. Of particular importance is that the emerged morphology depends not only on supercooling, but also on the anisotropy of crystal surface energies. These predicted morphologies have been discussed in relation to the reported experimental morphologies of ITPS ͓3͔.
II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
In the phase field modeling for solidification of a pure substance, the total free energy of the system, F͑͒ may be described in terms of a combination of a local free energy density, f local ͑͒ and a nonlocal free energy density representing interface gradient, f grad ͑͒ involving a nonconserved crystal order parameter ͑͒ ͓9-13͔ as
The temporal evolution of the order parameter can be expressed in accordance with the standard Ginzburg-Landau approach ͓13-15͔ as
where ͑r , t͒ representing the crystal order parameter at time t and position r, may be defined as = l / l z which is analogous to linear crystallinity. ⌫ is the rotational mobility which is inversely proportional to the drag force or melt viscosity. The melting temperature of polymer crystals obtained at a given crystallization condition is always lower than that of the equilibrium melting point. It is therefore reasonable to consider various metastable states in polymer solidification that reveal various hierarchy morphologies such as imperfect spherulites to highly ordered single crystals. To account for the various metastable states of defective polymer crystals, local free energy density of Harrowell-Oxtoby ͓16͔ has been adopted in which the system possesses an asymmetric double well with respect to and the solidification potential at 0 ,
where the unstable energy barrier is . The order parameter at the stable solidification potential is taken as 0 = T m / T m 0 , where T m 0 is the equilibrium melting temperature, T m is the melting temperature obtained at a specific crystallization temperature T and W is a dimensionless coefficient describing the height of energy barrier for nucleation. We have modified the crystal order parameter at the solidification potential well, 0 to be equal to T m / T m 0 so that its value is unity only at true thermodynamic equilibrium which is rarely realized in polymer crystallization. Generally speaking, 0 can assume some finite values less than unity in a manner dependent on the experimental melting temperature, T m , representing various metastable potentials. It should be emphasized that the crystal morphology as well as the emerged crystallinity is strongly dependent on the crystallization temperature. For instance, faceted single crystals ͑e.g., hexagonal single crystal in ITPS͒ develop at a higher crystallization temperature, whereas dense lamellar branching morphology ͑or spherulites͒ are formed at lower crystallization temperatures or larger supercooling. The crystal morphology, the emerged crystallinity, and the melting temperature are there-fore strongly dependent on the crystallization temperature ͓18͔. Undoubtedly, the local crystallinity of the single crystals would be higher than that of the spherulites due to the greater crystal perfection. However, since the population of single crystals obtained at higher crystallization temperatures is significantly smaller than those of the spherulites, the overall bulk crystallinity ͑or heat of fusion͒ of the sample containing single crystals could be smaller than that of spherulites in actual experiments ͓19͔. The imperfect crystals tend to melt at a lower temperature relative to that of the crystals with a greater perfection. Undoubtedly, the dependence of the melting transition on crystalline morphology resulting from different crystallization conditions would be very complex. This is exactly why the aforementioned modification of the phase field crystal order parameter at the solidification potential, 0 was needed to account for the imperfect nature of polymer crystals.
As demonstrated by Chan ͓15,17͔, if the coefficient of the third-power order parameter term of the Landau expansion were exactly zero, the local free energy displays two identical minima that differ only in sign which has been applied traditionally to the second order phase transition. To describe the first order phase transition such as polymer crystallization, it is imperative that the third order coefficient must be nonzero such that the double well is asymmetric with two minima with different energy levels in which f͑0͒ represents the melt, whereas f͑ 0 ͒ signifies the metastable crystal with the nucleation barrier maximum at ͑Fig. 1͒.
It should be emphasized that we have modified the crystal phase field order parameter representing the free energy well of the crystalline solid to depend on supercooling or crystallization temperature. As shown in Fig. 1 , the order parameter at the potential well of the stable solid, 0 can be varied from some finite values ͑imperfect crystals͒ to unity ͑perfect crystal͒, thereby capturing various metastable states of polymer solidification. At T m 0 ͑ = 0.5͒, the two free energy densities have identical local minimum implying that the crystal and melt can coexist. When T Ͻ T m 0 ͑ Ͻ 0.5͒, the free energy density has a global minimum at 0 less than 1 representing the imperfect semicrystalline nature. Nonetheless, the solid state is more stable than the melt. Hence, the melt will undergo solidification by overcoming the nucleation barrier labeled by on the axis. As the supercooling ͑⌬T͒ increases, 0 becomes significantly smaller than unity, which implies that the emerged crystal contains some crystal defects. The crystal thus formed is therefore imperfect, reflecting the complex morphology of semicrystalline polymers. It can be anticipated that the perfection of such metastable crystals could improve with increasing temperature of crystallization or annealing. The uniqueness of the proposed approach is that there is no need for taking into consideration the multiple metastable-wells in accounting for the multiple metastability potentials of polymer crystallization; a simple free energy double well with various ͑supercooling dependent͒ 0 would serve the same purpose without losing any physical essence of the general solidification phenomena.
The nonlocal free energy density can be written in terms of the gradient free energy density describing the growth process as
where is the coefficient of interface gradient. Substituting Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒ into Eq. ͑1͒, one obtains
͑5͒
The first and the second terms signify the nucleation and interface growth processes, respectively. As will be demonstrated later, the interplay between these two competing processes eventually determines the final morphology of the emerging polymer crystal. Another important factor in polymer crystallization is the self-generated temperature field created by the liberation of latent heat. In metallic alloys ͓20,21͔, heat conduction is very rapid such that the latent heat thus released may dissipate quickly. Hence, the temperature field may be treated as uniform. However, in most organic and polymeric materials, thermal conductivity is relatively slow, and therefore the liberated heat could exert appreciable effect on the crystal-melt interface, especially in the case of fast solidification. To determine the temperature distribution at the growing crystal fronts, a heat conduction equation may be deduced from the conservation law of enthalpy, i.e., the energy balance equation involving latent heat takes the form of
where ͑kg/ m 3 ͒ is density, C p ͑kJ/ kg K͒ heat capacity, k T ͑J/m s K͒ thermal conductivity, and ⌬H u ͑J/kg͒ latent heat. Let thermal diffusivity ␣ = k T / C p and K = ⌬H u / C p , then the heat conduction equation for the temperature evolution takes the form ͓11͔
In order to present the governing equations ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ in dimensionless form, the variables are rescaled to dimension- less time and dimensionless variables denoted with tilde symbols as follows: 
where T x is the experimental temperature of crystallization. Then, the final governing equations may be represented in dimensionless form ͑please see Appendix for detailed derivation͒,
where ⍀ is the orientation angle between the surface normal and the reference axis and the prime symbol denotes a derivative with respect to ⍀, i.e., d / d⍀. Similarly, Eq. ͑7͒ may be expressed in a dimensionless form as
where
⌬H u is the heat of fusion of a perfect crystal ͓24,25͔. However, in practice, when the crystallization temperature is lowered or the supercooling is increased, the orderness of the emerging structure is far from perfection, and thus its local degree of crystallinity would be lowered. Although ⌬H u of a pure substance is constant, its value for a polymer crystal would be strongly dependent on crystallinity, crystal morphology, and imperfection ͓24,25͔. Since these morphological parameters depend on the crystallization temperature, i.e., K may be supercooling dependent through heat of fusion of polymer crystals, i.e., K = ⌬H u / C p ϰ⌬T. As cautioned by Kobayashi ͓11͔, this K should not be regarded as the true supercooling; K value should be estimated directly from the heat of fusion and heat capacitance whenever possible. However, it is often the case that these thermal quantities were not determined experimentally for each crystallization temperature, and thus ⌬T may be taken as ͑T m 0 − T x ͒ for the purpose of qualitative comparison. Moreover, T m values may be estimated from T x in accordance with the Hoffman-Week approach ͓24,3͔. It should be emphasized that K remains constant during the course of isothermal crystallization at a given supercooling.
It should be emphasized that the ⌫ value, which is proportional to the rotational mobility, varies significantly from 10 11 for metal alloys ͓16͔ to 10 2 for a polyethylene solid crystal ͓26͔, but it is of the order of 10 5 for amorphous loops at the lamellar surface of polyethylene crystals as evidenced by C 13 NMR studies ͓23͔. Now that all model parameters can be accessible through experimentally measurable quantities, except for the strength of anisotropy , the numerical calculation has been performed on the basis of Eqs. ͑A14͒ and ͑A15͒ in two dimensions on a square lattice using the finite central difference method for spatial discretization and the explicit forward method for time steps with a no-flux boundary condition. The crystal nucleation event was triggered with a single perturbation at the center of the grid to avoid overcrowding. Thermal noise was imparted at the interface such that the melt-solid interface retains some roughness by virtue of interface instability, i.e., = 0 ͑1−͒. This solidmelt interface also serves as a heat source as the heat is released through it. In the calculation, various grid sizes ͑128ϫ 128, 256ϫ 256, and 512ϫ 512͒ and temporal steps ͑⌬t͒ have been employed to ascertain the stability of the simulation; however only the results of ͑512ϫ 512͒ calculation are shown.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As depicted in Fig. 2 , interfaces are generally rough having convex and concave curvatures. At convex tips, the heat may be dissipated readily into the melt and thus the crystal tip grows rapidly relative to that at the tail ͑or core͒. The exothermic latent heat generated during crystallization may be accumulated at concave regions where crystal growth is prohibited. This preferential heat conduction away from the convex solid-liquid tips and the heat entrapment in the case of concave curvature interface at the base has led to directional crystal growth. The nonuniform dissipation of heat at the irregular interface renders the growth of the interface to be complex, depicting a rich variety of morphological textures.
We are intrigued by the experimental observation of Taguchi and co-workers ͓3͔ who investigated the crystallization of ITPS single crystals in very thin films using atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ and transmission electron microscopy FIG. 2 . A schematic drawing of the curved crystal-melt interface at which latent heat is generated nonuniformly in which the arrows indicate the approximate directions of heat flow from the highly curved interfaces. At the convex crystal-melt interface tips, the latent heat, thus generated, diffuses into the undercooled melt; whereas the heat is virtually accumulated at the concave regions.
͑TEM͒. During crystallization of ITPS at 210°C, these authors discovered that the emerged single crystal is a hexagon with the 110 growth facets ͓3,4͔. With decreasing crystallization temperature, the 110 facets are no longer flat, and the interface structures change to curved hexagons, nonfaceted dendritelike snowflakes ͑at 195°C͒, and then to seaweeds leading to dense lamellar branching morphology ͑at 180°C͒. Furthermore, they concluded that the gradient of film thickness and the supercooling are responsible for the crystallization mechanisms changing from nucleation-dominated to diffusion-dominated growth that caused the unstable flat interface to undergo directional growth and eventually transforming to dendrites and seaweed-type dense branches.
These observed morphologies of ITPS single crystals present great challenge to us in testing the rigor of the present phase field theory of polymer crystallization. In our modified phase field approach, the model parameters were calculated in accordance with Eqs. ͑8͒, ͑9͒, and ͑A14͒-͑A18͒, using the experimentally accessible physical parameters for ITPS ͓3͔. On the basis of the Week-Hoffman relationship ͓24͔, the equilibrium melting temperature of ITPS, T m 0 was taken as 242°C ͓3͔. The experimental values of the materials parameters and experimental conditions, which were used in the determination of the model parameters, are tabulated in Table I . As demonstrated in the Appendix, all these model parameters are directly or indirectly related to supercooling. Hence, any variations in supercooling or crystallization temperatures could alter the model parameters that in turn could lead to the formation of rich variety of crystalline morphologies. At present, the relationship between anisotropy of the surface energy and supercooling is not known, thus the value of the anisotropy parameter is varied to determine its roles in the formation of interfacial morphology. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the simulated temporal-spatial growth of ITPS single crystal at an isothermal crystallization temperature T = 210°C ͑corresponding to the supercooling of 32 K͒. With the anisotropy parameter, = 0.09, the growing single crystal resembles a hexagonal shape with faceted ͑110͒ fronts. It is evident that at this shallow supercooling the crystal size remains unchanged until the entire edge has been filled, implying that the growth rate along the lateral edge ͑g͒ must be significantly greater than that normal to it ͑G͒. At the crystallization temperature of 195°C and = 0.06, the growth rate was seemingly dominated by the diffusion as the supercooling gets deeper. The simulation at the supercooling of 47 K ͑i.e., at T = 195°C͒ and anisotropy = 0.06 reveals the dendritic growth ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. By virtue of the six-mode symmetry, the side lamellar branches have grown out at an approximate angle of 60°against the main lamellae.
The heat built-up can occur predominantly in the concave curvature regions where heat is seemingly entrapped. In such Table I , but under different experimental conditions. The simulation exhibits the spatio-temporal growth of ͑a͒ hexagonal plate with ͑110͒ facets and ͑b͒ dendritic growth. Note that the crystal-melt interface itself is the heat source, where the latent heat is liberated at any given instance.
regions, crystallization is expected to be slow or in some cases ceased to continue in such concave regions due to the proximity of the advancing interfaces. It is evident that the heat dissipation may be faster at the convex tip than that at the concave interface, which permits the lamella to grow along the long lamellar axis. Concurrently, lamellar sidebranching occurs by virtue of the rough edges of the growing lamellar sides. The nonuniform heat dissipation at the lamellar edges demarcates the interfacial boundaries of the crystal solid and the melt which is a manifestation of how the liberation of the latent heat can influence the polymer crystallization, particularly in the present ITPS.
In the absence of anisotropy, the simulations displayed the isotropic growth as depicted in Fig. 4 . At the high crystallization temperature of 210°C, the crystal is of the spherical shape without exhibiting any internal textures ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒.
When the crystallization temperature is reduced to 180°C, the main lamellae branch out from the sides and in some occasion, the main lamellar tip splits. Side-branching and tip-splitting ͑often called doublons͒ are common phenomena in the directional crystal growth in small molecule systems; hence polymer crystals are not exceptional to such occurrences. A continual creation and elimination of doublons are the typical characteristics of the seaweed growth. The lamellar side branching may be attributed to the directional growth of the lamellar crystals in which the heat release along the growing front is nonuniform due to the rough curvatures of the lamellar interface. That is to say the heat can dissipate readily from the convex lamellar tip, while the heat builds up at the concave core ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The cascading sidebranching continues from the existing side branches that eventually evolve into the dense lamellar branching morphology ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒.
In addition to supercooling, the anisotropic properties of the solid-liquid interface play a particularly important role in determining the stability of the dendrites as well as the transformation between seaweed and dendrite morphology ͓11,20,21͔. To describe the role of anisotropic surface energy in polymer crystallization, the coefficient is allowed to depend on the crystallographic orientation in accordance with Eqs. ͑A14͒ and ͑A17͒. This approach has been demonstrated by Kobayashi ͓11͔, as well as by McFadden and Wheeler ͓20,21͔ for small molecule systems such as dendritic growth in snowflakes and metal alloys.
A morphological diagram of ITPS has been established as a function of supercooling and anisotropy in Fig. 5 , which discriminates among different interfacial patterns. At very low supercooling and high anisotropy, the faceted hexagonal pattern emerges. With increasing supercooling, the edges of the hexagon cave in, while the interface structure gradually transforms from hexagonal into nonfaceted dendrites. In the   FIG. 4 . The spatio-temporal isotropic growth of ITPS crystal at crystallization temperature ͑a͒ 210°C with = 0 and ͑b͒ 180°C with = 0 in the crystal order parameter field calculated using the material parameters some of which are listed in Table I but under different experimental conditions. The simulation exhibits the spatio-temporal growth of ͑a͒ spherical shape without internal structure and ͑b͒ lamellar branching morphology. absence of anisotropy at small supercooling, a circular pattern develops. With decreasing anisotropy at the shallow supercooling, the morphology transformation occurs from the hexagonal single crystal to the circular pattern through intermediate textures such as bulged ͑convex͒ hexagons. With increasing supercooling slightly, the hexagonal single crystals develop with curved edges, e.g., the curvature changes from circular to concave shape at the intermediate values of anisotropy. Upon further increasing supercooling, the edges of the hexagon split and form irregular branches, which may be characterized as degenerate and/or seaweed structure that eventually evolves to the dense lamellar branching morphology. It should be emphasized that not only the shape of crystal morphologies changes with supercooling, the length scale of the crystal changes, i.e., the mean width of branches and the average distance between neighboring lamellar branches decrease with increasing supercooling.
In the comparison between our simulated patterns and the experimental morphologies of the ITPS of Taguchi et al. ͓3͔ , the faceted hexagonal single crystal changes to dendritic snowflakes and nonfaceted lamellar branching morphology in accordance with the combination of increasing supercooling and decreasing anisotropy of the interfacial energy. Usually the anisotropy parameter is difficult to measure experimentally; in many cases it is unknown. In this particular case, it gave us some clue that the anisotropy of the interfacial energy must be supercooling dependent as the anisotropy decreases as the supercooling increases. We must admit that the experimental single crystal structures of ITPS were obtained by first cooling the samples below the glass transition and then crystallizing them at some elevated temperatures. Hence, it is somewhat different from the direct temperature quench to the isothermal crystallization temperatures performed in our simulation, although the supercooling appears the same. Moreover, the importance of the thinness of the films on the emerging morphology has been emphasized by these authors ͓3͔, which has not been taken into account for our calculation. The sectorization was seen experimentally in the hexagonal single crystal of ITPS. However, we did not attempt to generate such sectorized hexagons here as an additional time-evolution equation pertaining to the chain tilting driven by the self-generated mechanical field is necessary. The feasibility of the sectorization based on the aforementioned approach has been already demonstrated by us for the syndiotactic and isotactic propylene single crystals ͓27,28͔, and therefore it is not repeated here. Nonetheless, the striking similarity between our simulated patterns and the experimentally observed morphologies ͓3͔ of ITPS certainly attests to the rigor of the phase field modeling.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that our modified phase field model is capable of accounting for the various metastable states of polymeric solids leading to spatio-temporal evolution of single crystals to hierarchical morphology driven by the self-generated thermal field. The crystal phase field order parameter at the solidification potential of the solid polymer crystal can be varied by simply changing supercooling anywhere between the threshold value to unity. Moreover, the model parameters can be estimated from the experimentally accessible physical parameters of ITPS. The twodimensional simulation captured the resulting morphology varying from dense branch morphology to highly ordered faceted hexagonal single crystals, which are strikingly similar to the experimental results of Taguchi and co-workers ͓3͔. The effects of anisotropy of surface energy and supercooling on the morphological landscape of ITPS have been demonstrated. With increasing supercooling and decreasing anisotropy, the lateral surface of ITPS crystals becomes unstable and undergoes morphological transition from the hexagonal plate to dendritelike snowflakes, and then to dense lamellar branching morphology. The resulting free energy expression thus accounts for metastability involving the latent heat generated at the crystal growth fronts.
